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In Physical/Real  World

 Hand over card

 Visual check

 Swipe in POS

 Online authorization

 Receipt with signature 

panel

 Sign or Pin

 Check signature



Visa Card Security Features



Visa Card Security Features



Visa Card Security Features



Smart Card



Counterfeit Cards 



Counterfeit Cards



Counterfeit Cards





In Virtual World

 Cardholder is remote
 Virtual shopper

 Card Not Present - CNP



Most Common Types of e-Channels

E-Commerce

Call Center/MOTO

Mobile Commerce



Did You Know…?

 Significant increases in card 
not present fraud linked to 
compromise of data and 
greater opportunities for MOTO 
and e-commerce

 Improved security for card 
present transactions means a 
greater emphasis by card 
criminals on CNP fraud 

 Large scale compromise of 
cardholder and account data 
affecting Members and 
consumers worldwide



Did You Know…?

Ecommerce fraud cost 

internet retailers 

approximately $3.6 billion 

in 2008, 
CyberSource

http://www.cybersource.com/


Did You Know…?

 In 2006 the value of fraud loss on 
one of Credit Cards brands 
worldwide was around $2.8 billion

 This figure represents 0.09% of 
total brand sales volume worldwide

 When a Credit card is stolen the 
average amount spent on that card 
before detection is $650



Did You Know…?

Over 5 million Visa cardholders

make one or more purchases

every year without their card

ever being present at the point

of transaction

**Visa Canada 2004/2005 Statistics.



Did You Know…?

In 2007 there was around 
$8.45 Trillion eCommerce 
transactions worldwide with 
an increase rate of 26% 
from 2006.

2 0 0 7 eCommerce Chargeback Report



Did You Know…?

 International Order Risk 2 ½ Times 
Higher Than Domestic Orders

On average, merchants say the 
rate of fraud associated with 
international orders is two-and-
one-half times as high as domestic 
orders. Merchants also reject 
international orders at a rate three 
times higher than domestic orders.

CyberSource

http://www.cybersource.com/


 Inadequate or total lack of specific 
criminal legislation

 Weak sentencing

 High profit margins

 Ease of international travel 

 Limited co-operation between Law 
Enforcement in different countries & 
jurisdiction issues

 Payment card fraud at present = low 
risk, high reward

Why Is Fraud So Popular?



Fraud Distribution

 Lost cards &  Stolen cards 26%

 Not received as issued (NRI) 2%

 Fraudulent application        2%

 Counterfeit cards                34%

 Miscellaneous                     3%

 Fraudulent use of account (CNP) 33% 



Types of E-commerce Fraud - Phishing attacks,

Gartner Survey Shows Phishing Attacks 

Escalated in 2007; More than $3 Billion 

Lost to These Attacks .
Debit Cards Emerged as the Financial Instrument 

Targeted Most by Fraudsters

 47 percent debit or check card 

 32 percent a credit card

 24 percent bank account









“Friendly”

Fraud?

Types of E-commerce Fraud

Genuine Cardholder denies having 

placed or received the order. 

Consumer become aware of this 

loophole in Credit card industry 



Types of E-commerce Fraud

 Counterfeit

Duplicating the full plastic 

data

 Account Number Generation 

 Data Compromising 

 Others….



Commerce Partners
(customers, merchants and financial organizations)

 What factors influence the level of trust 

in the Internet?

 How does trust influence participation 

in ecommerce?



Consumer eConfidence

Consumer eConfidence is a 

cross-reference between the 

degree of trust a consumer has 

in a website or business and 

the perceived level of security 

that must be present on the 

website before the consumer 

will share any personal 

information. 
2 0 0 7 eCommerce Chargeback Report



Party Trust + Control Trust = Transaction Trust. The strength of control trust depends not 

only on the control mechanisms used, but is also influenced by how much trust a party

Y. Tan, W. Thoen, A formal analysis of a generic model of trust for electronic commerce, Journal of Decision Support Systems, Vol 33,2002, pp. 233–246.

Commerce Partners

(customers, merchants and financial organizations)



Security tools for e-comm.

 PCI (Payment Card Industry) 

 DSS (Data Security Standard)

 CVV2 & CVC2 (Card Verification Value / 

Code )

 SSL – SET and 3DS  ( 3 Domain Security) 



Verified by Visa Adoption Statistics

Region Issuers Merchants Enrolled CH Activated CH

USA 9,000 27,500 288M 13.3M

Canada 8 2,000 23.4M 5.0M

AP 71 83,000 66.5M 17M

LAC 69 8,828 Not avail Not avail

CEMEA 36 6,505 Not avail Not avail

Visa Inc. Total 9,200 128,000 378M 35M

Source: Visa Inc. and Visa Europe, September 2008

Region Issuers Merchants Enrolled CH Activated CH

Visa Inc. 9,200 128,000 378M 35M

Visa Europe 161 75,000 Not avail 30M

Global Total 10,000 203,000 378M 65M



Conclusion

 It is very much clear that all commerce partners need 
batter tools, consistent guidelines, cooperation and 
support from all concerns in the e-business. Trust and 
security are the key requirement for the e-commerce 
business which drive the confidence in sharing the 
personal information on the net.

 Fraud and risk management in the payment industry 
have always been the key concerns to the commerce 
partners. However strong combined strategies from the 
financial institutions, merchants and consumers, should 
be able to address these new fraud phenomena and 
challenges.



Thank You


